Roundtable theatre historian's perspective by analysing recent 'stagings' of the Victorians and their cultural suggestiveness, the lenses through which the Victorians are visible to us in one form of popular culture.
Eminent Victorians did to Victorian biography: She took around 300 pages to traverse roughly the same 50-year period as all three of Galsworthy's 900 page trilogies. 2 Her hatred of, and boredom with, the social etiquette of the mid-Victorians are avenged as she sends old Lady Warburton to bed at the end of a party, figuratively laying the old nineteenth century to rest. But it is never really that simple. Woolf's writing reveals an ambivalence that both requires even as it repudiates the Victorian past. The Years, written in 1937, begins in 1880 and explores the fashioning of subjectivity by the familial past. If the mores of that past suffocate forms of self-expression, the effects are also recuperated in those momentary revelations of private consciousness ('a sudden, revealing searchlight into obscure recesses', as Strachey described his new methodology). 3 What cannot be said comes to define a particular mode of Modernist representation, closing a gap between historical past and literary present. In the end, Woolf never gave up on it: right up to her death she went back to her Victorian beginning in her memoir, 'A Sketch of the Past', and in her last novel, Between the Acts, which affirms that '1839 was true in 1939' (an affirmation echoed by Orwell in 'Inside the Whale' when he suggests that we are no different in 1940 than we were in 1840).
For other writers in the 1930s, the Victorians (or aspects of them) were easy targets, figures (or an age, as G.M. Young Great Exhibition with a small replica of the Crystal Palace. But the BBC did mark the centenary on the Third Programme with their '1851 week', an idea conceived by a Cambridge historian, Peter Laslett. His aim was 'to use the wireless to recapture the aesthetic atmosphere of the Great Exhibition year' as audiences were invited to 'Listen with Mama' and 'A Pot-pourri for the Edification and Instruction of Ladies at Home' (that is, 'Woman's Hour'). But, as Gerald Barry, the Festival's Director-General noted, not only were the purposes of the 1851 Exhibition and 1951 Festival different: mid twentieth-century British culture, characterised by scepticism, could never replicate the 'glorious assurance of the mid-Victorians.' 6 This sense of 'glorious assurance' is one that has subsequently been debated in contemporary literary scholarship as critics have attempted to enumerate typologies of the neo-Victorian novel and attempted to address why the nineteenth century came to be the stopping-off place for so many contemporary readers and writers.
Robin Gilmour divided the neo-Victorian novel into six different types of fiction (types that nonetheless overlap): the historical novel written from a modern perspective; pastiche and parody; the inversion of Victorian ideology; the subversion of Victorian norms; the reworking of the classic text; and the research novel -a type that Suzanne Keen has also labelled the romance of the archive' in her study of that name. 7 Both Sally Shuttleworth and Dana Schiller have noted, respectively, the 'fascination with period detail' in neo-Victorian writing and the 'careful reconstruction of the Victorian past', 8 examples of which both delighted and irritated critics in turn in D.J. Taylor's neo-Victorian, densely inter-textual murder mystery, Kept. 9 Add to Gilmour's six categories, the romance of the archive, fidelity to the recreation of period detail, the texts that engage with detection, crime fiction, massmarket romance, and fictional biographies, and it is evident, as Kaplan is right to suggest that '[c]lear swings in formal strategies are hard to track across a genre that has become so capacious and lucrative that it contains several mini-genres'. 10 The classic text has been re-imagined: Jane Eyre in Jean Rhys ' The Observations, a novel that skitters throughand with such compelling charm -poverty in Ireland, prostitution, the hypocrisy of the clergy and the politician, the tragedy of the fallen woman, the ghost story, and the sociological documentation of the working class.
'Real' historical figures have been subjected to postmodern, gendered, and humanist explorations. Peter Ackroyd recreated Wilde in The Last Testament of Oscar Wilde, Patricia Duncker re-animated the history of the transgendered Edinburgh Doctor James Miranda Barrie. Margaret Atwood took the 'true' story of the Irish-Canadian Grace Marks, convicted of murder in 1843, and turned that into a series of meditations on the instability of narrative truth when its kaleidoscopic nature is revealed, of how 'truth' is vulnerable to different versions of itself, of how credibility and legitimacy are conferred -and of course confused -through the hierarchies of social and professional status. That's a point Fowles demonstrates so clearly in The French Lieutenant's Woman when we see Sarah Woodruff invoked performatively through the 'certainties' of the religious, scientific, and moral discourses available to the nineteenth-century inhabitants of Lyme Regis. The certainty of the meta-narrative is exposed for its contingency and recalculated as one narrative among many, and identity itself, revealed as a continuous process, slips away from its hierarchical moorings.
The revivals of the Victorians are not all postmodern: Mick Jackson re-invented the last months of the life of the fifth Duke of Portland, William John Cavendish-Bentinck-Scott in The Underground Man, a fictionalised and often moving narrative recovered from the Duke's 'personal journals' and the fond testimonials of those around him. Covering the last six months of the Duke's life, his journal is an examination of how a man is put together and a man's search for who he is. And so, his skeleton, his faith, his digestive system, his head (his narrative culminates in a gruesome self-trepanation), his personality, his memory, his aura are anatomised as he tries every local, quack, and scientific discovery to get to the root of what troubles him and therefore of what makes him, as though his ontology will be revealed through every conceivable epistemology. When his gamekeeper sees a naked, bald man burrowing out of the earth, he fails to recognise the Duke as a human being now pared to what is most essential -and shoots him.
In Romances of the Archive, Keen shares common ground with A.S. Byatt in suggesting that after the anti-foundationalism of postmodernism with its scepticism and incredulity to 'truth', writers and readers actually desire a return to the material fact, to what is verifiable, 'truthful', authentic. Perhaps the neo-Victorian novel might recuperate or redeem our own anxieties and fears, providing a form of displacement for them. Or, as Sally Shuttleworth suggests, so faithless is our own age that we have nostalgia for the Victorian crisis in faith because we no longer have 'fixed boundaries of belief'.
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While such critical assessments can only bounce back from, say, the cheerful anarchism of Angela Carter's Fevvers in Nights at the Circus who takes such evident pleasure in the uncertainties unleashed by historiographic metafiction, the nostalgia invoked by Shuttleworth is clear in texts including Lindsay Clarke's The Chymical Wedding, which shares with Byatt's Possession a narrative structure that oscillates between nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Here, the secrets of nineteenth-century predecessors are revealed through private archives, to be transformed and redeemed in a twentieth-century imagination. Events, people, relationships, culture are all shown to be atomised in the twentieth-century part of the narrative: 'you're a man in pieces' (161), one character tells Alex, one of the main figures in the novel. If marital relationships are shown to have failed in the twentieth century, the potential for their redemptive power is what fuels a quest to discover a set of secrets. In the twentieth century, Laura, a potter in the novel, is attuned to the spirit of the nineteenth-century mystic Louisa Agnew. If she and Alex can discover the secrets of Hermetic philosophy that Louisa and her father appeared to have known, then they might do something to begin to redress the fissures of the present moment, they might find a spirituality to redress the materialism they wish to escape. Victorian afterlives in this novel find some kind of redemption as similar scenes are replayed, purged the second time round of their catastrophic consequences. Susan Hill's Air and Angels is a suggestive example of a different kind of nostalgia, and what is so notable (and pleasurable) about this particular Victorian retrieval is less its nostalgia for restraint or the loss of certainty and more its contemporary resonances with Woolf's Modernist retrieval of the Victorians in her 1880 section of The Years, part of which is located in an 'Oxbridge' college. Thomas Cavendish, a distinguished Cambridge don, falls in love for the first time in his life. He is 55, Kitty, the object of his desire is 15 and although the relationship remains unconsummated (he never physically touches her), it is nonetheless scandalous. The ideals that he stood for, 'probity, self-discipline, chastity -perfection', are destroyed, as one of his students believes. Thomas's sister, Georgiana, still 'envied him, too, for what he had known, the love that had so transformed him.' Though Hill does not date her novel, the 'signs' of Victorianism -his sister's philanthropy, the house for 'fallen women', his interest in ornithology, the trope of the caged and free birds -all suggestively locate this as nineteenth century. Hill gives us more of Woolf's original offering: short fragments of interior consciousness, the unvoiced expressions of quiet and passionate, unspent and unspendable desires, the life of the mind and of the body, the intensity of the quotidian, the panoramic narrative sweep as though the Victorians are filmed or, in a medium they developed, photographed in snapshots. And all the Woolfian parentheses are here: 'Adèle Hemmings (whose parents are twenty years dead. But she still remembers them, still weeps) walks out of the shelter of the alley [. . . ]' (106); 'She would have said. But did not.' (160); 'In life she, Kitty -for, of course, it was Kitty, he knew that now -(and yet, still it was not) had stood exactly so' (210).
In the middle of the twentieth century, F.R. 12 he famously gave his approval to Austen, Eliot, James, and Conrad as constitutive of the 'great tradition.' But as Steven Connor has suggested, in the late twentieth century, 'telling has become compulsorily belated, inextricably bound up with retelling': the 'minor' novelists have canonical status and we now consume versions of them in 'translation, adaptation, displacement, imitation, forgery, plagiarism, parody, pastiche.' 13 I think we could probably safely hedge our bets on what Leavis would have made of the present vogue for the neo-Victorian novel, Victorian pastiche or even the critical affirmation given to popular revivals of Victorian sensation fiction which have taken sensation to rather different nooks and crannies. Arguably, of course, the Victorians never went away because we have always already been 'we other Victorians' as Foucault suggested in the first volume of The History of Sexuality. John Kucich and Diane Sadoff have suggested that 'aspects of late-century postmodernism could more appropriately be called "post-Victorian'', a term that conveys the paradoxes of historical continuity and disruption'.
14 This sense of continuity and disruption is not reserved for fiction. As Kucich and Sadoff remind us: Baudrillard, Foucault, Sedgwick, Gilbert and Gubar, Showalter, and Armstrong have understood the nineteenth century to be critical to understanding twentieth-century consumerism, sexual science, gay culture, gender identity. 15 Raymond Williams' Culture and Society 1780-1950 (1958) understood forms of nineteenth-century culture as residual, emergent, dominant, while interrogating culture as a critical category was itself, as Isobel Armstrong has argued, an endeavour begun by the Victorians. 'Our' forms of critical understanding began with 'them'.
In The French Lieutenant's Woman, Fowles said that he was less interested in pretending that he lived in 1867, more in exploring existential dilemmas before there was such a terminology for them, less interested in looking at what the Victorians 'anticipated', more in saying that 'Camus and Sartre have been trying to lead us, in their fashion, to a Victorian seriousness of purpose and moral sensitivity.' 16 It turns out to be one of the functions of the Victorian afterlife in the late twentieth century: neo-Victorian literature is consolatory in its way, shoring us up against the ruins of 'modernism's critique of the hollowness of that [seriousness and moral] purpose and postmodernism's default cynicism.' 17 In the seriously improbable 1960s adventure series, Adam Adamant Lives!, the body of the eponymous Victorian gentleman adventurer is released from the block of ice that has entombed him from 1902 until 1966. When he staggers through Piccadilly Circus, the camera's dizzying viewpoint forces us to experience Adam Adamant's confusion as our own as it hones on street signs forbidding right or left turns and refusing entry: we are asked to see the confusion of the contemporary world through the eyes of a Victorian gentleman. The inference is that we (or at least the citizens of the 1960s) do not have any clear direction either. When he is propositioned in Soho, he collapses in the street: we do not know where to go and we have no moral order. He survives, of course, for it will be the values of the Victorian gentleman which will smooth contemporary disorder. If the series was tongue-in-cheek, its premise certainly was not as the Thatcherite years had suggested. 18 But if one function of Victorian afterlives is to recuperate what was not said or sayable in the nineteenth century, another is to flesh out not just the past but the present too, illuminating and troubling our assumptions about periodicity, literary fashions, and modes of conceptual thought. The Victorians are, in some ways perhaps, as 'Contemporary' as we are
